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Gamification for Employee EngagementImpackt Publishing, 2014

	Strategize, design, and implement gamification to successfully engage your employees


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to successfully implement gamification for your employees
	
		Discover the benefits of gamification within the workplace and how it can enhance working relationships
	...
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Bioprocessing of Renewable Resources to Commodity BioproductsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	This book provides the vision of a successful biorefinery—the lignocelluloic biomass needs to be efficiently converted to its constituent monomers, comprising mainly of sugars such as glucose, xylose, mannose and arabinose. Accordingly, the first part of the book deals with aspects crucial for the pretreatment and hydrolysis of biomass...
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Fire in the Valley: The Birth and Death of the Personal ComputerPragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	In the 1970s, while their contemporaries were protesting the computer as a tool of dehumanization and oppression, a motley collection of college dropouts, hippies, and electronics fanatics were engaged in something much more subversive. Obsessed with the idea of getting computer power into their own hands, they launched from their garages a...
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Zen of Cloud: Learning Cloud Computing by Examples on Microsoft AzureCRC Press, 2014

	Zen of Cloud: Learning Cloud Computing by Examples on Microsoft Azure provides comprehensive coverage of the essential theories behind cloud computing and the Windows Azure cloud platform. Sharing the author’s insights gained while working at Microsoft’s headquarters, it presents nearly 70 end-to-end examples with...
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Maven for EclipsePackt Publishing, 2014

	A fast-paced guide that helps you create a continuous delivery solution by integrating Maven with an Eclipse environment
	
		About This Book

		
			Use m2eclipse, the Maven plugin for Eclipse, to develop Maven projects
	
			Customize Maven to suit your needs, generate artifacts, and build...
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A Game Design Vocabulary: Exploring the Foundational Principles Behind Good Game DesignAddison Wesley, 2014

	Master the Principles and Vocabulary of Game Design


	 


	Why aren’t videogames getting better? Why does it feel like we’re playing the same games, over and over again? Why aren’t games helping us transform our lives, like great...
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Raspberry Pi Robotic ProjectsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Enter the wonderful world of Robotics via Raspberry Pi. Unlock the massive potential of this tiny PC with a step by step guide that will teach you everything from voice recognition to wireless control. Have fun!


	Overview

	
		Make your projects talk and understand speech with Raspberry Pi
	
		Use...
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Workplace Safety and Health: Assessing Current Practices and Promoting Change in the Profession (Occupational Safety & Health Guide Series)CRC Press, 2014

	Are the tried and true safety practices still effective in the changing workplace? Is there a better way of safeguarding employees from accidents and injuries? In short, why do you perform the safety activities that you do on a daily basis and do they produce the results necessary to keep your safety program and your company competitive in...
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Swift for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2014

	The professional development team that brought you two editions of Objective-C for the Absolute Beginners and have taught thousands of developers around the world to write some of the most popular iPhone apps in their categories on the app store, have now leveraged their instruction for Swift.


	Swift for Absolute...
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Concurrency in C# CookbookO'Reilly, 2014

	
		If you're one of the many developers uncertain about concurrent and multithreaded development, this practical cookbook will change your mind. With more than 75 code-rich recipes, author Stephen Cleary demonstrates parallel processing and asynchronous programming techniques, using libraries and language features in .Net 4.5 and C#...
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Morphomechanics of DevelopmentSpringer, 2014

	This book outlines a unified theory of embryonic development, assuming morphogenesis to be a multi-level process including self-organizing steps while also obeying general laws. It is shown how molecular mechanisms generate mechanical forces, which in the long run lead to morphological changes.


	Questions such as how stress-mediated...
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Building Business Websites for SquarespacePackt Publishing, 2014

	Master the tools and techniques of using Squarespace to create professional websites


	About This Book

	
		Use all of the Squarespace functions to design, build, launch, and analyze your website
	
		Employ this step-by-step, approach to discover the best process for building websites with...
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